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FOLLOW USA Page 2 FOLLOW USA FOLLOW USA So, I got this app and I looked through it and that's it. Then I notice that almost everything is blocked. I click on it to see how to unlock it and you have to pay. Not for that single one, but to do basically anything on the app at all, you have to pay either monthly or yearly.
A decent amount of money, too. I don't want to spend money on this MONTHLY app just to unlock quotes that I could easily just search on Google or something instead. There is a lifetime option, but it's almost $50. TOO much for something like this, I'll say. Having already been annoyed about it, I then go back to the
app store to write a review to find that in the photos that describe the app, it doesn't say anything about everything blocked. There are no lock symbols in the picture. Anywhere. It doesn't warn you about anything. So basically I just spent half an hour just to find that you have to pay for everything. In conclusion, for people
who would like to save their money rather than spend it monthly or annually on an app like this, I suggest simply searching for inspirational quotes on Google, pinterest, or whatever browser you have. It's simpler, and much cheaper. Anyway, if the items in this app aren't worth that much, it would be a fantastic app to use.
Thanks for not having the time to read this, please consider at least lowering prices or unlocking more options. Have a good day. Hi there, I'm sorry you found premium options too expensive. You can still use most of the features and read thousands of quotes for free, so I hope you get some value from it. We're
constantly adding new free content and features, so stay tuned! Please contact us hello@motivation.app, if you have any new reviews, we always try to improve. Give a new look to your device! Get new interesting quotes, motivational, and inspire wallpapers for your device. This app has a great collection of wonderful
HD quotes, motivational, inspiring, minimal wallpapers and backgrounds. And new wallpapers are added to the list every day. So you'll get new wallpaper every day for your device. And each wallpaper is designed to fit into any screen and widget. ▶ Features:◉Auscus collection of HD artistic and cool quotes inspiring
wallpapers.◉Daily New high-quality quotes inspirational wallpaper arrival.◉well organized categories and adding new categories over time.◉Insuet is a favorite option to make your own collection of your favorite quotes inspirational wallpapers.◉I have a lot more options as share, save, harvest as wallpaper. ◉Red
layout with Dark theme.◉Ocobo wallpaper in HD quality.◉Swipe change: You can easily swipe to change wallpapers.◉National range quotes inspirational wallpapers with individual categories◉ FREE and always will be. ◉ Shuffle Shuffle Option and wonder. Make your mobile stand out with excellent inspirational
wallpaper quotes and background. Choose among hundreds of quotes inspiring images and feel like the best phone setup ever. So you're waiting to download the app and experience the change. We can assure you that you will love this app. Our team always works to give you a masterpiece of new wallpapers every
day. This way you can feel happiness every time you look at the screen wallpaper. Note: Each picture listed in this app is either on a public website or licensed according to the creative general. If you find that we have forgotten to reassure you and want to get credit for the photo or want us to delete it, please feel free to
contact us to resolve this issue.-New Fast Server added. Images will be downloaded faster :) minor bugs Fixed-small crash fixedYour Feedback is important to us. Please give us feedback in reviews ❤: Free download price inclusive VAT if applicable. Sold: Amazon Media EU Sarl Languages Supported: Arabic, Chinese,
Cornish, Czech, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Kazakh, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Tagalog, Vietnamese Vietnam
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